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An investigation of the porosity and surface roughness of liquid

crystal alignment layers using neutron re¯ ectivity

by P. L. PHILLIPS, R. M. RICHARDSON*, A. ZARBAKHSH²

School of Chemistry, University of Bristol, Cantock’s Close, Bristol BS8 1TS, U.K.

and S. D. HASLAM

D.R.A., St. Andrews Road, Malvern, Worcs WR14 3PS, U.K.

(Received 17 March 1997; in ® nal form 29 May 1997; accepted 23 June 1997 )

Neutron re¯ ectivity has been used to investigate the porosity and surface roughness of three
diVerent liquid crystal alignment layers to elucidate how they orient the director. The
absorption of hexane into these alignment layers was measured by neutron re¯ ection and the
volume fraction pro® le of the hexane within the layers was determined using the contrast
variation method. Measurements were made on rubbed polyimide and silicon monoxide (SiO)
evaporated at 5 ß and 30 ß to the substrate. The porosity and surface roughness of the alignment
layers were found to be correlated with the induced pre-tilt of the director. The low pre-tilt
rubbed polyimide and SiO 30 ß alignment layers were found to be smooth, uniform and
impervious to hexane, whilst the high pre-tilt SiO 5 ß was porous and extremely rough. These
observations suggest that both polyimide and SiO 30 ß rely on an anisotropic interaction with
the surface rather than one induced by the surface topography. In contrast, the alignment of
liquid crystals by SiO 5 ß probably originates from an interaction between the mesogens and
the rough, porous surface.

1. Introduction It was Berreman [3] who ® rst attributed the origin
In the past two decades, the technology required for of liquid crystal alignment to the elastic interaction

the development of liquid crystal (LC) displays has made between the liquid crystal and the micro-grooves intro-
great progress. In these devices, a liquid crystal is duced onto the substrate by rubbing. This provided a
sandwiched between two glass plates which are usually feasible alignment mechanism for glass rubbed with
2± 10 mm apart. The undersides of the glass are treated diamond dust. Indeed micro-grooves have been observed
with conducting indium tin oxide and then with an in the rubbing direction of rubbed polyimide ® lms.
alignment layer which constrains the molecules to lie Atomic force microscopy, AFM [4, 5] and scanning
approximately parallel to the cell surface. Since it is the electron microscopy, SEM [6] studies have assessed
uniaxiality of the liquid crystal which is the prerequisite their size and density. Several features were observed,
for good optical performance, any directional deviations e.g. numerous scratches mostly less than 1 nm deep,
of the optic axis within the cell would degrade the surface islands, point defects and a general modi® ed
contrast between the light and dark states. Thus we background texture indicating that all the surface had
recognize the crucial role of alignment layers in the been contacted during rubbing. From X-ray scattering
operation of these devices. To date, several methods of measurements, it was found that the polymer strands
liquid crystal alignment have been explored. The most were orientated in the rubbing direction and that the
commonly used are rubbed polymers [1], in particular LC director lay within 20 ß of this axis [7].
polyimide, and obliquely evaporated silicon monoxide, Despite the proven existence of the micro-grooves, there
SiO [2]. Despite the success of these methods, the is much evidence to suggest that alignment by rubbed
mechanisms for liquid crystal alignment by these two polyimide is brought about by some other mechanism.
layers are still unclear and as will be shown, may be In particular, Pidduck et al. [5] applied the Berreman
quite diVerent. theory of alignment to the scratches/micro-grooves they

observed on rubbed polyimide samples during AFM
*Author for correspondence.

measurements. They found the calculated anchoring² Present address: Department of Chemistry, Science
energy to be far lower than the one observed experi-Laboratories, University of Durham, South Road, Durham

DH1 3LE, U.K. mentally; thus the topographic features could not
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700 P. L. Phillips et al.

solely be responsible for the azimuthal anchoring of the the surface. The two diVerent SiO layers were studied
director. Also, Ishihara et al. [8] observed alignment because they induce high and low pre-tilts [14] (typically
perpendicular to the rubbing direction on ® lms of poly- 30± 40 ß for SiO 5 ß and 0 ß for SiO 30 ß ) , which often
styrene. Subsequently, they proposed that it was the in¯ uence the eventual LC structure formed within the
directional interaction along the side phenyl groups that device. Thus, despite their similar composition, their
was responsible for alignment and not the micro-grooves. interactions with the surfacial mesogens are obviously
Also, Geary et al. [9] showed that smectic alignment quite diVerent. By examining their surface roughness
could be achieved from straight chain crystalline poly- and porosity, we might explain this phenomenon since
mers in the absence of rubbing and micro-grooves. They the nature of the interface should play a key role in
then proposed that LC alignment by rubbed polyimide determining the eventual orientation of the director. For
results from the favourable interactions between liquid example, a rough surface may induce a high pre-tilt if
crystal molecules and the polymer chains which became the liquid crystals intermix with the surface protrusions
elongated when rubbed. and become forced to lie at an angle to the surface. By

The case is even less clear for SiO alignment layers. Up comparing the SiO results with those obtained from the
to now, two mechanisms for their LC aligning properties polyimide, Probimide-32 (Ciba-Geigy), which is known
have been discussed. The ® rst of these involves order to induce a low pre-tilt (typically 2 ± 3 ß ), we might
electricity, whereby a macroscopic electric polarization establish a correlation between porosity/surface roughness
is induced when the symmetry of the phase is broken and pre-tilt.
by the SiO [10]. The second mechanism concerns the Care is required when using the term h̀igh’ and l̀ow’
topographical features of the SiO. Using the columnar pre-tilt. Essentially, pre-tilts are measured using optical
model of Goodman± van der Waterbeemd, it has been phase retardation techniques on the bulk of a nematic
suggested that the LCs could reside in the pillar vicinity, liquid crystal. As pointed out by Barmentlo et al. [15]
thus becoming in¯ uenced by the pillar orientation [11]. using second harmonic generation (SHG) measurements,

In view of the importance of porosity in the latter this overall bulk pre-tilt can originate from quite diVerent
mechanism or process, we have investigated the porosity con® gurations of the surfacial mesogens. In particular,
of these layers further. Although Matsui et al. have when rubbed polyimides were investigated with the cyano-
already observed the uptake of various compounds into biphenyl, 8CB, the zero bulk pre-tilt condition corre-
the pillar-like structure of high pre-tilt SiO [12], no sponded to a set of tilted molecules at the surface whose
depth dependence of the absorption was established. In orientations were symmetrically distributed parallel and
this paper, we have studied the depth dependence of the

antiparallel to the rubbing direction. This symmetric
porosity of both SiO and rubbed polyimide with the

tilt then relaxed after a few molecular widths from the
object of clarifying their mechanisms for LC alignment

surface to produce a bulk phase composed of mesogensin more detail. Using the specular re¯ ection of neutrons,
aligned parallel to the cell surface.the penetration of hexane into these alignment layers was

Thus when we use the term l̀ow pre-tilt’, we aremonitored and the volume fraction pro® le of the solvent
simply referring to this absence of substantial preferencedetermined. The surface structure of the alignment layers
of alignment parallel or antiparallel to the rubbingwas also elucidated.
direction. Whether or not the surfacial molecules lieLiquid crystals were not used in this experiment as
parallel or tilted with respect to the surface is not clearthey are extremely expensive to obtain in deuteriated
for the low pre-tilt polyimide and SiO 30 ß alignmentform. Also, their structure would complicate the data
layers used in this experiment.obtained by introducing intense peaks into the re¯ ectivity

pro® les [13]. This would lead to the weaker features
2. Neutron re¯ ectionin the data being obscured and the vital alignment

The technique of the specular re¯ ection of neutronslayer interface information would be lost. Since 5 ± 10
gives information on the refractive index pro® le normalmembered alkyl chains form a constituent part of many
to an interface. The refractive index, m, is closely relatedliquid crystals, the absorption of hexane into alignment
to the scattering power of the constituent elements; hence,layers should be similar to many liquid crystal materials
neutron re¯ ection can provide information about thealthough it will not provide direct information on the
composition of surfaces. The refractive index is given byin¯ uence of the surface on the director or layer orientation

in a mesophase. However we believe the experiment
m =1 Õ

l
2
r

2p
(1 )provides detailed surface structural information which

gives valuable insight into the behaviour of liquid crystals
where l is the wavelength of the neutrons and r is theat similar interfaces.
scattering length density of the medium. r is the productThree alignment layers were studied: rubbed polyimide

and SiO evaporated at 5 ß (SiO 5 ß ) and 30 ß (SiO 30 ß ) to of the coherent scattering lengths, b i , of the constituent
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701L iquid crystal alignment layers by neutron re¯ ection

elements, i, and their respective number densities, n i , i.e. where h
(1) is the partial structure factor of species i and

is correlated to the number density of this species by
r= �

i
n ib i. (2 )

h
(1)
ij (Q ) =Re(n (1)

i (Q )n
(1)*

j (Q ) ) , h
(1)
ii (Q ) =|n (1)

i (Q ) |2

Unlike X-rays, neutrons are scattered by nuclei, not (8)
electrons, so b can vary dramatically between isotopes

andof the same element. An important example is that of H
and D (bH =3´741 Ö 10 Õ

5 AÊ , bD=6´671 Ö 10 Õ
5 AÊ ). This

was exploited in this work to vary the scattering length n
(1)
i (Q ) = P 2

Õ 2

qn i (z)

qz
exp (iQz) dz. (9 )

density of the hexane solution by changing the ratio of
hexane and d14-hexane. If three measurements, R1 (Q ) , R2 (Q ) and R3 (Q ) , are

Specular re¯ ectivity is measured as a function of Q , made using diVerent values of the mean scattering length
the scattering vector perpendicular to the surface. The of the hexane molecules (i.e. b1 , b2 and b3 ), it is possible
magnitude of Q depends upon the grazing angle of to directly obtain the hexane partial structure factor.
incidence, h, and the wavelength, l, of the neutron This can be derived from the second diVerence of three

measurements
|Q |=

4p

l
sin h. (3 )

hhexane = A DR12

b1 Õ b2
Õ

DR13

b1 Õ b3B Q
4

16p
2 (b2 Õ b3 )

(10)
From Snells law, we ® nd that there is a critical value of
Q =Qc ; 4(pr)

1/2 below which all the incident beam is where DR12 (Q ) =R1 (Q ) Õ R2 (Q ) , etc. This shows that in
totally externally re¯ ected and there is no transmission principle, the partial structure factor can be determined
into the sample. from the re¯ ectivity measurements without assuming a

The specular re¯ ectivity from a surface is well described model scattering length density pro® le.
by the kinematic approximation [16] at Q &Q c . The It is important to stress that such a determination is
re¯ ectivity, R (Q ) , of a neutron beam re¯ ected from a usually possible by combining re¯ ectivity measurements
surface is given by with diVerent isotopic labelling. It is generally not possible

to make a unique surface structure determination fromR (Q ) =RF (Q ) |w(Q ) |2 (4 )
a single measurement. For instance, in the kinematic

where RF is the theoretical Fresnel decay [17] that approximation, the two scattering length density pro® les
describes the re¯ ectivity observed from an ideal smooth shown in ® gure 1 below would give identical re¯ ectivities.
interface and w is the ® lm factor containing the surface Therefore analysis of such re¯ ection data would be liable
structural information. In fact w is simply the Fourier to give the wrong model.
transform of the gradient of the scattering length density However, despite the simplicity of this second diVer-
(SLD) pro® le, i.e. ence method described above, we did not adopt it

because of the diYculties in making corrections for small
w(Q ) =

1

Dr P2

Õ 2

qr(z)

qz
exp (iQz) dz (5 ) discrepancies between the nominal values of the hexane

average scattering length and those suggested by the
experimental results. These small inconsistencies arosewhere Dr is the diVerence in scattering length density of
from hexane evaporation that occurred when the mixedthe two semi-in® nite media either side of the interface.
deuteriated and hydrogenous solutions were prepared.This approach allows the re¯ ectivity to be described

The method that was used to determine the surfacein terms of partial structure factors [18]. For the system
structure was to assume a volume fraction pro® le, y (z) ,studied in this work, the scattering length density can
for the alignment layer material and then calculatebe expressed
the scattering length density pro® le beyond the silicon

r (z)=bSinSi (z) +bSiOnSiO (z) +bhexnhex (z) (6 ) substrate using the formula

where b i is the scattering length of species i and n i is its r(z) =r
0
Ly (z) +r

0
H [1 Õ y (z) ] (11)

number density. We can then write the expression for
where r

0
L and r

0
H are the scattering length densities of thethe re¯ ectivity as

pure alignment layer and hexane phases, respectively. The
value of r

0
H would depend on the isotopic composition

R (Q ) =
16p

2

Q
4 (b

2
SiOh

(1)
SiOSiO+b

2
hex h

(1)
hexhex+b

2
Si h

(1)
SiSi

of the liquid.
The volume fraction pro® le was modelled by a number

+2bSiObhex h
(1)
SiOhex+2bSiObSi h

(1)
SiOSi of slabs of thickness dj , volume fraction y j and with an

interslab roughness of u j . The re¯ ectivity was then+2bSibhexh
(1)
Sihex ) (7 )
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702 P. L. Phillips et al.

Figure 1. An example of scattering length density pro® les that would give identical re¯ ectivity data in the kinematic approximation.

calculated for each value of r
0
H using the optical matrix

method [19] which is exact using the construction due
to Abeles [20]. The parameters in this model were then
adjusted simultaneously to ® t the re¯ ectivity data from
the samples with diVerent isotopic contents of hexane.
As discussed above, the partial structure factor of hexane
is de® ned by three re¯ ection measurements on the sample
with three mean scattering lengths for the hexane. It
follows that if we can simultaneously ® t an appropriate
model structure [de® ned by equation (11)] to each of
those three data sets, then the model must have the
correct hexane structure ( i.e. volume fraction pro® le) .
Any features of the scattering length density pro® le
other than those associated with the hexane (such as
inhomogeneities within the alignment layer) would also
be correct and perhaps would have otherwise remained
unresolved using the partial structure factor method.

Figure 2. The solid/liquid cell.
3. Experimental

3.1. Preparation of alignment layers ² the high transparency of silicon to neutrons, the block
3.1.1. Rubbed polyimide was inverted so that silicon formed the incident medium.

A 10% solution of the polyimide± polyamide mixture The trough was designed with a sloping base to facilitate
PI-32 (Ciba-Geigy, Germany) in N -methylpyrrolidone the expulsion of air bubbles from the cell when ® lled
was spin coated onto a polished silicon, Si(1 1 1) sub- from the lower tap.
strate at 3000 rpm for 30 s. The sample was then baked For each layer, a measurement was initially made with
to remove excess solvent and rubbed unidirectionally the trough empty to establish the SLD pro® le of the
using a Buehler rayon cloth attached to a rotating alignment layers when dry. Measurements were then
roller [21]. made for each alignment layer with the four diVerent

scattering length densities of hexane as shown in table 1.
3.1.2. Obliquely evaporated silicon monoxide (SiO) The four diVerent percentage deuteriations were chosen

The SiO alignment layers were prepared by oblique to highlight diVerent features within the sample. For
evaporation of SiO onto the Si (1 1 1) surface [11]. The example, the 43% hexane solution contrast matched the
SiO ¯ ux made an angle of 85 ß or 60 ß to the substrate silicon and thus highlighted the features within the
normal for the high and low pre-tilt alignment layers,
respectively. Table 1. Percentage deuteriation and corresponding scattering

length densities of the hexane solutions used.
3.2. Sample environment

Percentage (by volume) Nominal scatteringThe following sample holder ( ® gure 2) was designed
of deuteriation of hexane length density/AÊ Õ

2
to hold the silicon block with the alignment layer
completely immersed in a trough of hexane. Owing to 100 6 1́4 Ö 10 Õ

6

68 4 0́ Ö 10 Õ
6

² All alignment layer coatings were prepared at the 43 2 1́ Ö 10 Õ
6

Defence Research Agency, St. Andrews Road, Malvern, Worcs 0 Õ 0 5́8 Ö 10 Õ
6

WR14 3PS, U.K.
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703L iquid crystal alignment layers by neutron re¯ ection

alignment layer, whilst the 100% deuteriated solution least squares analysis ® tting routine, the data were
simultaneously ® tted to their corresponding data setsgave a strong solvent signal. After the acquisition of a

full data set, the cell was completely drained of hexane such that the eventual choice of volume fraction pro® le
would then be the one that produced the best ® t for allbefore the next solution was introduced into the cell.

The ® rst surplus drops of hexane to emerge from the contrasts. This ensured a unique result and avoided the
possibility of a rogue solution that could arise if thecell when re® lled with the next solution were discarded

to limit any cross-contamination between measurements. diVerent contrasts were ® tted individually.
Parameters such as layer thickness, volume fraction,

and surface roughness were all variable, whilst incident3.3. Data acquisition
The re¯ ectivity data were collected using the white medium and hexane SLDs, background and resolution

parameters all remained ® xed. The following treatmentbeam time of ¯ ight method at the ISIS pulsed neutron
source, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, U.K. Using of surface roughness was adopted. Since long range

undulations aVect the ® nal re¯ ectivity in the same waythe CRISP [22] re¯ ectometer for the polyimide and
SiO 5 ß samples, and the SURF [23] re¯ ectometer for as the beam divergence might, this can be incorporated

into the model ® t by use of an increased beam divergencethe SiO 30 ß samples, measurements were made at angles
of incidence of 0 2́5 ß , 0 6́ ß and 1 5́ ß with an angular parameter. The local short range undulations, on the

other hand, need a more subtle treatment. Their mainresolution (Dh/h) of the order of 6% for all samples. The
wavelength band was de® ned by a single disc chopper contributing factor to the re¯ ectivity is the removal of

intensity from the specular direction. The exact treatmentenabling measurements to be made over a Q-range of
0 0́08± 0 6́ AÊ Õ

1. The intensity of the re¯ ected beam was of this is complex [24], but to a good approximation,
we can assume the surface roughness to aVect therecorded using a detector and the absolute re¯ ectivity

was calculated by normalizing the detector spectrum to resulting re¯ ectivity in a similar fashion to that of a
diVuse interface. Thus the treatment of this roughnessthe monitor spectrum.
follows the method proposed by NeÂ vot and CroceÂ [25].
This method consists of applying a Gaussian type factor3.4. Data reduction

The three data sets obtained for each sample were to the Fresnel re¯ ectivity coeYcient for each interface
between layers, i.e.individually scaled to overlap so that they formed a

single pro® le. Usually, re¯ ectivity data are scaled by
equating the intensity of the total external re¯ ection r ij (Q ) = r

ideal
ij (Q ) exp A Õ

1

2
Q iQ ju

2B (12)
region to unity. However, owing to the absence of a
critical edge in some of the data, an alternative method where r ij is the Fresnel re¯ ection coeYcient for the
had to be adopted. Scaling is usually necessary due to interface between layers i and j, Q i and Q j are related to
the diVerent eYciencies of the detector and monitor. the angle of the beam in these layers and u is the second
However, for high re¯ ectivity, there is a possibility that moment of the line dividing the two slabs if the interface
detector saturation can occur at short wavelengths, so is rough.
it was not possible to scale the data by simply dividing
by a spectrum from the incident beam falling directly 4. Results and discussion

onto the detector. First the wavelength dependence of The re¯ ectivity data (points), model ® ts (solid lines)
the transmission of the silicon block was measured by and corresponding volume fraction pro® les are presented
placing it between two low eYciency monitors to avoid in ® gures 3± 8. Some of the data sets have been uniformly
saturation. All subsequent re¯ ectivity data were then shifted from their original position for clarity. The results
corrected for this factor. The absolute scale factor for obtained from each will now be discussed individually.
the lowest angle run was then determined from the high
wavelength limit of the spectrum from the same beam 4.1. Rubbed polyimide

The re¯ ectivity data for the rubbed polyimide samplefalling directly on the detector.
consisted of a uniform set of interference fringes super-
imposed onto a Fresnel decay curve. The large amplitude3.5. Data analysis

For each sample studied, a model volume fraction of the fringes resulted from sharp interfaces present
within the sample, and the good SLD contrasts betweenpro® le was assumed. This was later converted into

a SLD pro® le using the individual scattering length the Si, polyimide and hexane. The uniform fringes are
associated with the interference observed from a singledensities of the hexane solutions and an educated guess

at the alignment layer scattering length density. Using layer SLD pro® le. Thus, an appropriate single layer
model SLD pro® le was assumed and subsequent para-the optical matrix method, a model re¯ ectivity pro® le

was then calculated for each hexane contrast. Using a meter re® nement yielded a layer thickness of 211 Ô 5 AÊ
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704 P. L. Phillips et al.

Figure 5. Re¯ ectivity from Si/SiO 30 ß /hexane. The 100%
data have been shifted by 2 and the 68% by 1 for clarity.Figure 3. Re¯ ectivity from Si/polyimide/hexane. The 100%

data have been shifted by 3, the 0% data by 2 and the
68% by 1 for clarity.

Figure 6. SiO 30 ß /hexane volume fraction pro® les.

Figure 4. Polyimide/hexane volume fraction pro® les.
However, AFM measurements have shown that although
the surface of rubbed Probimide-32 is essentially ¯ at
and featureless, small grooves of various sizes andand corresponding SLD of (2 7́ Ô 0 1́ ) Ö 10 Õ

6 AÊ Õ
2. The

values are typical of such layers and correspond well sparsely distributed large grooves ( few nm deep and
fractions of a micron wide) are indeed present [7]. Inwith those from the dry sample. Both surface and

interfacial roughnesses were found to be between 3 and view of this positive identi® cation of the grooves, we
conclude that they must be distributed very sparsely5 AÊ which are also typical of rubbed polyimides [7]. In

particular, Haslam and Pidduck observed a root-mean- about the polymer surface such that the layer appears
essentially smooth and impervious.square roughness of 3 AÊ for Probimide-32 using AFM

techniques [26]. The size diVerence between the hexane chains and
liquid crystal molecules enhances the unlikeliness of anyFrom the volume fraction pro® le, it is evident that no

hexane penetrated the polyimide. The absence of any polymer± mesogen intermixing within devices utilizing
these alignment layers. Also, no cross-contaminationnotable surface roughness or mixed solvent/polyimide

layers indicates that surface micro-grooves (often observed or adsorbed layers of hexane solutions were observed.
We therefore conclude that an anisotropic interactionto be several manometers deep [27] ) were absent.
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705L iquid crystal alignment layers by neutron re¯ ection

hexane. It should be noted that the discrete layers
displayed in the volume fraction pro® le are probably
not real. They are a simplistic representation of a
smoothly varying volume fraction pro® le generated by
the ® tting routine.

Since the volume fraction of hexane in the SiO is
small (and that of the larger liquid crystal molecules
would probably be less) it seems unlikely that the align-
ment mechanism relies on these absorbed molecules.
Owing to the fractal nature of these surfaces [28] and
the absence of any reported directional dependence of
the surface topography, it is diYcult to put forward any
other steric mechanisms for alignment. This is further
complicated by the fact that as previously reported by
Uchida et al. [11] and Jerome et al. [29], an anti-
symmetric planar alignment is realized by use of these

Figure 7. Re¯ ectivity from Si/SiO 5 ß /hexane. The 68% data layers. That is, the molecules lie with an azimuthal angle
have been shifted by 3, the 0% data by 2 and the 43% perpendicular to that of the pillar tilt, with their longby 1 for clarity.

axes approximately parallel to the cell surface. Also,
glancing angle neutron diVraction measurements made
on SiO 30 ß have shown that the pillar tilt with respect
to the surface normal is small (<5ß ) and that the pillars
themselves are poorly de® ned [30]. Thus, a topo-
graphical description of alignment by these layers seems
to be inadequate and further work is required to clarify
the associated mesogen± SiO interactions.

4.3. SiO 5 ß
The results from this alignment layer were rather

diVerent. In contrast to the other samples, the data were
somewhat featureless and completely inconsistent with
the single layer model. The absence of any fringes in the
data meant that the exact functional form of the hexane
volume fraction pro® le could not be isolated since several
models, although very similar, gave equally good ® ts to
the data. Thus, the simplest of these models was adopted

Figure 8. SiO 5 ß /hexane volume fraction pro® les. to give an insight into the degree of porosity rather than
the exact depth dependence of the absorption.

The scattering length density pro® le of the SiObetween the polymer chains and interfacial mesogens is
responsible for alignment. layer in the absence of any hexane was found to be

non-uniform. An approximately 150 AÊ thick low density
(r=2´8 Ö 10 Õ

7 AÊ Õ
2 ) layer was found at the SiO± Si4.2. SiO 30 ß

The re¯ ectivity data obtained from the SiO 30 ß sample interface which could have resulted from the sparse
distribution of the nucleation sites formed during thewere similar to those obtained from the polyimide. A

single uniform layer model SLD pro® le provided a good evaporation process. The scattering length density of the
layer then rose to 2 3́ Ô 0 3́ Ö 10 Õ

6 AÊ Õ
2 for the remaining® t to the data; however a small amount of hexane

absorption had to be involved to ® t the data. The layer 810 Ô 30 AÊ of SiO. The surface roughness was found to
be in excess of 100 AÊ which is consistent with AFMwas found to be 322 Ô 5 AÊ thick with a scattering length

density of (2 6́ Ô 0 2́ ) Ö 10 Õ
6 AÊ Õ

2 and a surface roughness measurements [28] and was probably a major contri-
butor to the absence of interference fringes in much ofof around 16 AÊ . Again, these values corresponded well

with the data obtained from the layer in the dry sample. the data.
From the SiO and hexane volume fraction pro® lesAs seen from the volume fraction pro® le, the absorp-

tion increased slightly at the surface, but the layer was (obtained from the SiO in the presence of hexane), it is
clear that this layer was substantially porous to hexane.never found to contain more than 5% (by volume)
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The upper 800 AÊ contained almost 30% by volume of 5. Individuality of the model ® ts

Steps were taken to ensure that the model hexanehexane which over a distance of approximately 200 AÊ ,
gradually increased to 100% in the bulk liquid. This has volume fraction pro® les obtained from the ® tting process

were unique. For example, a correlation between layermajor implications for the alignment mechanism as
the possibility of liquid crystal penetration into the SiO scattering length density and volume fraction is often

encountered when ® tting a single re¯ ectivity pro® le.is now certain. The high porosity suggests that liquid
crystal molecules are likely to reside between the pillars Although the contrast variation technique and the simul-

taneous ® tting of the data should keep this uncertaintywhich in turn, could in¯ uence the orientation and tilt of
the mesogens [11]. minimal, it is still important to be aware of multiple

solutions. To assess the correlation between the align-It also seems likely that coupled with the surface
roughness, the induced tilt could be a major contributing ment layer SLD and volume fraction, a range of values

of each was selected and ® xed. The ® tting routine wasfactor to the origin of the molecular pre-tilt since this
phenomenon was not encountered in the other two low/ then executed for all combinations of these ® xed values,

recording the goodness of ® t, chi, (x ), squared, for eachzero pre-tilt layers. Also, recent glancing angle neutron
diVraction measurements on SSFLCs using these align- case. For every execution of the routine, a ® xed number

of iterations was performed such that the parametersment layers have con® rmed that the molecular long
axes lie in the direction approximately parallel to the had reached their optimum values before the next cycle.

Plots of x
2 vs layer SLD and volume fraction arepillar tilt direction [31]. If the surfacial mesogens

reside between the pillars, the observed pre-tilt could displayed for each of the three samples in ® gures 9± 11
below.then simply be a manifestation of the pillar tilt on the

mesogens, whereby the symmetry of the distribution of As can be seen for the polyimide and SiO 30 ß , a single
minimum in x

2 was located in the position of thethe surface tilts is removed.
The parameters used to ® t all the data from the three previously quoted optimum values for layer SLD and

volume fraction. The absence of any correlation betweensamples are summarized in tables 2 and 3. The volume
fractions quoted are those of the alignment layers and the two parameters is conveyed by the sharpness of the

minimum; thus the solution obtained was unique. Itthe roughnesses u ij are those between layers i and j.

Table 2. Parameters obtained from the model ® ts to the experimental data.

Parameter Polyimide SiO 30 ß SiO 5 ß

SLD of pure alignment layer/AÊ Õ
2 2 7́ Ô 0 1́ Ö 10 Õ

6 2 6́ Ô 0 2́ Ö 10 Õ
6 2 3́ Ô 0 3́ Ö 10 Õ

6

Beam divergence/ ß 0 0́3 Ô 0 0́03 0 0́3 Ô 0 0́03 0 0́3 Ô 0 0́03
Surface roughness/AÊ 4 Ô 1 7 Ô 2 98 Ô 8
Thickness layer 1/AÊ 211 Ô 5 133 Ô 2 146
Volume fraction 1 1 0́ 0 9́9 Ô 0 0́1 1 0́
Roughness, u12 /AÊ Ð 8 Ô 2 5 Ô 1
Thickness layer 2/AÊ Ð 70 Ô 2 40 Ô 3
Volume fraction 2 Ð 0 9́8 Ô 0 0́1 1 0́
Roughness, u23 /AÊ Ð 8 Ô 2 40 Ô 5
Thickness layer 3/AÊ Ð 110 Ô 2 811 Ô 20
Volume fraction 3 Ð 0 9́5 Ô 0 0́1 0 7́2 Ô 9 8́
Substrate roughness/AÊ 4 Ô 1 7 Ô 2 176 Ô 10

Table 3. Nominal and experimental scattering length densities of the hexane solutions used in the experiments.

Experimentally determined SLD/10 Õ
6 AÊ Õ

2

Percentage of d-hexane Nominal SLD/10 Õ
6 AÊ Õ

2 Polyimide SiO 30 ß SiO 5 ß

100% 6 1́4 6 1́4 Ô 0 0́05 6 1́4 Ô 0 0́05 6 1́4 Ô 0 0́05
68% 3 9́9 3 7́2 Ô 0 0́5 4 0́2 Ô 0 0́8 3 7́3 Ô 0 0́5
43% 2 3́1 1 9́ Ô 0 0́5 1 6́4 Ô 0 0́5 1 6́0 Ô 0 0́5
0% Õ 0 5́8 Õ 0 5́8 Ô 0 0́05 Õ 0 5́8 Ô 0 0́05 Õ 0 5́8 Ô 0 0́05
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Figure 10. Contour x
2 plot to show minimum atFigure 9. Contour x

2 plot to show minimum at
(2 6́ Ö 10 Õ

6 AÊ Õ
2, 0 9́5) for SiO 30 ß .(2 7́ Ö 10 Õ

6 AÊ Õ
2, 1) for rubbed polyimide.

should be noted that in the SiO 30 ß case, a single layer
approximation was adopted to avoid the same solution
being reproduced each time if the x

2 routine was executed
with one layer of ® xed SLD and volume fraction leaving
the others free to re® ne. In these situations, often the
thickness of the ® xed volume fraction layer tends to zero
for unfavourable volume fractions/SLDs, whilst the others
expand to accommodate the same original SLD pro® le.
A single layer approximation to the SLD pro® le avoids
this confusion.

The case was not quite so simple for the SiO 5 ß .
Owing to the numerous layers required to ® t the data,
it was not so simple to decide which parameters should
be left to re® ne during the global minimum search. It
was ® nally decided that the best method of obtaining a
meaningful insight into the solution space was to let the
volume fraction of the large porous layer vary whilst
® xing the volume fractions of the two previous layers at
unity. In doing this, the hexane free layers could not
then take up the role of the third when it itself was ® xed
at an unfavourable SLD/volume fraction.

From the x
2 plot it can be seen that although a global

minimum was found at a SiO volume fraction equal to
0 6́5 and corresponding SLD of 2 0́ Ö 10 Õ

6 AÊ Õ
2, the Figure 11. Contour x

2 plot to show minimum at
(2 1́ Ö 10 Õ

6 AÊ Õ
2, 0 6́7) for SiO 5 ß .de® nition of the solution was not quite so marked as in
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[4] Zhu, Y.-M ., Wang, L., Lu, Z.-H ., and Wei, Y., 1994,the previous two cases. In fact a whole streak of solution
Appl. Phys. L ett., 65, 49.space situated between volume fractions of 0 1́ to 0 8́

[5] Pidduck, A. J., Bryan-Brown, G . P., Haslam, S. D .,
and at a SiO SLD of 2 0́ Ö 10 Õ

6 AÊ Õ
2 produced a x

2
Bannister, R., K itely, I., McMaster, T. J., and

value not signi® cantly diVerent from the original solution. Boogaard, L., 1996, J. Vac. Sci. T echnol. A, 14, 1723.
[6] Takashi, I., Nakanishi, K ., N ishikawa, M .,Owing to this poor de® nition of the SiO volume fraction

Yokoyama, Y., and Takeuchi, Y., 1995, Polym. J.,in the x
2 plots, we can only conclude that the SiO is

27, 240.porous with a volume fraction most probably in the [7] Toney, M . F., Russell, T. P., Logan, J. A., K ikuchi, H .,
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PI-32 alignment layers, a correlation was found between [12] Matsui, E., N ito, K ., and Yasuda, A., 1993,
alignment layer porosity/surface roughness and induced Ferroelectrics, 149, 97.

[13] Tarabia, M ., Cohen, G ., Davidov, D ., and Escher, C.,pre-tilt. Rubbed polyimide and SiO 30 ß alignment layers
1993, Ferroelectrics, 149, 35.were found to be smooth, uniform and impervious to
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Displays, 14, 86.
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[18] Henderson, J. A., Richards, R. W ., Penfold, J.,

teristics and their contrast to the SiO 5 ß which has the Thomas, R. K ., and Lu, J. R., 1993, Macromolecules,
same chemical composition as the SiO 30 ß layer. The 26, 4591.

[19] Penfold, J., 1991, Neutron, X-ray and L ight Scattering,implication of these observations on the mechanisms for
edited by P. Lindner and T. Zemb (Elsevier Science).liquid crystal alignment is that both polyimide and

[20] Heavens, O. S., 1955, Optical Properties of T hin FilmsSiO 30 ß rely on some sort of interaction mechanism (London: Butterworth).
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